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Casa Turquesa: Stylish boutique hotel in Paraty
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A few weekends back, we went to visit Paraty, a charming little town on

the Rio de Janeiro’s coast. It’s not totally a beach village nor a colonial

town; it’s a mixture between both. Paraty is full of interesting history,

which is one of the many attractions to see in this little village.

When we were there we got a chance to visit Casa Turquesa, the most

charming hotel in area. The 5 year-old boutique hotel in Paraty is

located in the Historic Center, and is set in a 9 bedroom large colonial

style house, which is decorated all in turquoise colors. The service is very
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personalized and catered to every guest’s particular needs. During our

visit to Paraty we were invited by Tetê (short for Teresa) to get to know

the boutique hotel and taste a few of her special appetizers.

When we arrived, we were asked to take off our shoes and put on some

white and turquoise Havaianas to keep everything clean and well cared

fore. The first thing you see in the entrance is the colorful lounge area,

where you can relax, read a book and drink some wine. As make your

way in, you find the restaurant and the hotel’s pool. Next, is the library,

which is a great place for a late night’s read. You can see everything with

detail in the video, bellow.

The best part of it all, are the bedrooms, each one has a unique color as

a theme; one is red, the other yellow, pink, blue, all gorgeous! They are

all elegantly decorated with white linens, mosquito nettings draping the

bed and a nice smell perfuming the ambience. The view of each room is

also very special, the master royal has a view of the pool and another

bedroom we visited had a view of a garden. We were delighted and very

pleased with everything; Tetê sure has amazing taste and attention to

detail!
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After our tour, we sat down at the restaurant located near the pool and

delighted ourselves with a turquoise drink the bartender brought over

to us (R$18). Tetê’s favorite color is turquoise no doubt! And she told us

that it was her inspiration for the blue decoration all around the hotel. I

think it keeps the vibe very positive and classy, I loved it! After a few

minutes of chatting away about the hotel’s history, our seabass in a crab

shell decorated with cheese on top arrived; they were original and very

tasty (R$18). After a few more chit chats, our next dish arrived, the
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‘Colherinha de Palmito’ which was a heart of palm appetizer served in

small porcelain spoons, which was prepared with a delicious sauce

(R$23). All the appetizers here are prepared with care and attention,

definitely recommend! Never missing a single detail, after finishing our

lunch, Tetê offered an incredible homemade cake accompanied by a

Nespresso to wrap things up nicely.  The cake was amazing, had 3 pieces

(:-P), if your staying at the hotel cake and coffee is served every

afternoon for guests.

All in all, it was a great afternoon getting to now Casa Turquesa,

delighting ourselves with the house’s specialties and getting to know

Tetê story. The hotel is one of the best in Paraty, and a hot spot for

celebrities and boutique hotel fanatics. Recommend going with your

loved one, it’s a very romantic environment.

Website: www.casaturquesa.com.br
Phone: (24) 3371-1037
Email:  ctparaty@casaturquesa.com.br
Rates per night:
Suite luxo : R$1100.00
Suíte máster R$1450.00 
*for holidays and special occasion contact de email above for price
enquiry 
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